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Mendota British-style Slip leads have been used by trainers and handlers for years and are quickly becoming popular with pet owners. This leash and collar combination has an adjustable leather slide to avoid slipping, but it is still released in a very relaxed position. Place a loop over the dogs' heads and adjust the slider,
which fits perfectly! Perfect for exercise, for walking and training, it is recommended for dogs that are already 50 kg Broken feel is soft in the hands Brass, satin nickel or black metal equipment and oil-frozen leather that are flexible enough to fit in your pocket Fast and easy to put and take away Waterproof, colour-fast
and UV-coated to protect against fads Machine-cleaning, air-dry only Handmade USA View AllClose 337 products from eBay international vendors Show {CURRENT_SLIDE} by Slide {TOTAL_SLIDES} - Buy by MaterialGo to Previous Slide - Buy by MaterialNylonLeatherRopeGo for next slide - Shop by MaterialShowing
slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} / {TOTAL_SLIDES} - Buy by dog size Previous slide - Buy by dog size - Buy by dog size A small conveyor belt I bought a small conveyor belt while waiting for our new puppy, who arrived yesterday. He keeps it all over the house, but walking is another story. He fights and resists, and I'm afraid
I'm going to hurt him. I suspect part of the problem is that he's a puppy and he's not used to it. I practice with a regular leash and collar and try the conveyor belt as a harness. I'm sure with time and patience, we'll learn to like it. A small conveyor belt I bought a small conveyor belt while waiting for our new puppy, who
arrived yesterday. He keeps it all over the house, but walking is another story. He fights and resists, and I'm afraid I'm going to hurt him. I suspect part of the problem is that he's a puppy and he's not used to it. I practice with a regular leash and collar and try the conveyor belt as a harness. I'm sure with time and
patience, we'll learn to like it. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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